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A B S T R A C T

The investigation of the Martian surface through remote sensing allowed the identification of mound-like topo-
graphically positive features that, based on geomorphological observations, have been ascribed to different
phenomena. New observations will be performed in the forthcoming future to look for possible methane sources,
hence discriminating morphologically similar features is a key objective to efficiently investigate and target the
Martian surface. Here, we performed fractal analysis on five Martian fields of mound-like features that have been
interpreted respectively as mud volcanoes, pingos, tumuli, rootless cones and monogenetic volcanic vents suc-
cessfully validating the major interpretations of these features and in turn, the applicability of the fractal clus-
tering method for discriminating among such features. Indeed, this technique is able to assess if the analyzed
features are directly related to underlying systems of connected percolating fracture networks and estimates their
extension in the subsurface. Accordingly, volcanic vents and mud volcanoes appeared to be connected to
percolating systems involving several kilometers of crust, pingos and tumuli resulted to be unequivocally unre-
lated to active percolating fractures while rootless cones outputted weak relationship with shallow active fracture
systems.
1. Introduction

The analysis of the spatial clustering of vents and/or fractures, on
rocky and icy planetary surfaces, can provide information about the
fracture network exploited by fluids during their flow up and their
linkage with the possible fluid source at depth. In particular, the analysis
of the self similar (fractal) clustering, either applies to fractures them-
selves or to eruption vents, has been already used to explore the fluid
source depth and the crust mechanical layering on Earth, Mars and
Enceladus (Mazzarini, 2004; Mazzarini & Isola, 2010; Le Corvec et al.,
2013; Pozzobon et al., 2015, Lucchetti et al., 2017). Thus, besides the
investigation of fractures (e.g. Renshaw, 1999; Bonnet et al., 2001;
Mazzarini & Isola, 2010), this method has been recognized as a valid
technique to be applied to features that have a well-known relationship
with subsurface flows of materials providing insights on the application
of the method to estimate the depths of the reservoirs, such as volcanic
vents (Mazzarini, 2004; Mazzarini& Isola, 2010), mud volcanoes (Bonini
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& Mazzarini, 2010) and on volcanic dykes on Mars (Pozzobon et al.,
2015).

In this work we test the reliability of this technique for discriminating
mound features on Mars apt to be confused due to their morphological
similarities. Accordingly, we have applied the fractal methodology on
case studies where there is wide consensus on the interpretation of the
morphologies. Our work is therefore focused on providing an innovative
tool to distinguish features related to near-surface vs. deep-rooted phe-
nomena and additionally provide a more solid interpretation. Specif-
ically, herein are considered: monogenic volcanic vents, mud volcanoes,
pingos, rootless cones and tumuli (Hargitai and Kereszturi, 2015).
Indeed, all of these morphologies during their evolution stages can come
to appear as mounds, organized within large fields, and, undergoing a
cross comparison process with terrestrial analogue features, uncertainties
arise due to the presence of characteristics that can lead to more than just
one interpretation. The technique presented in this work provides in-
formation on the occurrence of a deep-rooted pathway hydraulically
(B. De Toffoli).
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connecting the surface to deep reservoir systems. Therefore, it can be
used to distinguish between formation mechanisms that are related or
unrelated to connected fracture networks, providing also estimates about
the fluid source depths when the connectivity exists, so leading to a
discrimination of different types of resurgence products andmechanisms.

2. Background

To address the objective of providing a new tool unbiased by
geomorphological observations to help the discrimination of mound-like
morphologically convergent features, we herein undertook the analyses
only on samples of structures which interpretation has been well
accepted among the scientific community so to leave the focus on the
efficiency of the method.

Specifically, volcanic vents, mud volcanoes, pingos, rootless cones
and tumuli will be under examination since all of them can appear as
mound-like topographically positive features and all of them have been
observed on the Martian surface (Fig. 1; Fig. 2; Fig. 3 and references
therein).

The comparative process of investigation between well-known re-
gions, in this case on Earth, and the ones under examination on Mars is
crucial and leads to a better understanding of objects on both sides. In
this work frame, we concurrently addressed some terrestrial analogue
features to investigate more deeply those categories that have never
undergone fractal analysis before, that is to say rootless cones, tumuli and
pingos. The methodology herein discussed is indeed meant to provide
information about fracture-related phenomena, thus allowing the user to
tell apart processes that involve widely different crustal thicknesses.
Accordingly, in the past, it has been applied only where fracture systems
where already known to underlie the surface structures (e.g. Bonini and
Mazzarini, 2010; Mazzarini and Isola, 2007, 2010) leaving unexplored
very shallow process expressions. Thus, we selected one terrestrial
analogue region for each unexplored feature category choosing areas
where fields large enough are recognizable through the observation of
satellite images. The analyses described in the following sections were
carried out on both planets by performing manual mapping of edifices
and accordingly applying fractal analysis. Although we performed
consistent and comparable procedures, throughout the mapping process
terrestrial and Martian environments showed different limitations. On
Mars an easier identification of mound fields is facilitated by a wide
continuous coverage of the surface by mid-resolution (MRO CTX,
~6m/pixel) images and due to favorable environmental conditions, i.e.
absence of disturbance factors such as vegetation covering or clouds. On
Earth, remote observation of the surface faces stricter limits such as
smaller dimensions of features, because of gravity difference in com-
parison to Mars, vegetation covering and/or more intense weathering
degradation. Terrestrial analogues are sites showing geological and
environmental conditions resembling the ones that characterize locations
of interest on Mars; although this allows to collect a broader amount of
information, differences mainly driven by gravity occur. On Mars gravity
is around one third (3711m/s2) of Earth's counterpart and this sub-
stantially affects morphologies and dimensions of features, particularly
when considering resurgence processes. In fact, lower gravity impacts
material traits such density and compaction, leading fluid masses to more
easily rise buoyantly when less dense than the surrounding rock, and it
affects volumes involved in resurgence processes as well, that end up
being larger since more mass is needed to crack the host medium and let
the buoyant materials rise; accordingly, to accommodate such increased
volumes, thicknesses of lithosphere wider than their terrestrial counter-
part may be involved (e.g. Carr, 2006). We herein chose to analyze
shallow-processes terrestrial features which identification and interpre-
tation is already assessed and accepted among the scientific community
so to leave, once more, the focus on the efficiency of the method. On this
base, we considered the following terrestrial locations (Fig. 2): (i)
1783-84 Laki lava flow in Iceland for rootless cones (Hamilton et al.,
2010; Bruno et al., 2006); (ii) Llancanelo Volcanic Field, Mendoza,
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Argentina for tumuli (Nemeth et al., 2008); (iii) Kolyma Lowland, North
Asia for pingos (Grosse and Jones, 2011).

Overall, all the investigated features on Mars and on Earth, although
similar in shape, may result from significantly different processes as the
upwelling of materials and fluids from beneath, (with varying thickness
of medium and natures of the extruded materials) or from thermo-
mechanical processes (Fig. 3). By the application of fractal analysis, we
hence aim to provide insights about the possible presence of connectivity
between mounds and fractures and so distinguishing between fracture-
related or fracture-unrelated processes, thus integrating and strength-
ening the information datasets that concur to the interpretation of
mound-like features, particularly where actual connection with perco-
lating systems occur and further details about the fluid source depths can
be inferred.

2.1. Monogenetic volcanic vents

Monogenetic vents are volcanoes that, according to several authors
(e.g. Smith and Nemeth, 2017; Nemeth and Kereszturi, 2015; Nemeth,
2010; Connor and Conway, 2000) are the product of single episodes short
lived, small-volume and normally deep-sourced, hence mafic, volcanic
activity. They are associated to feeder dykes fed from deep sources siting
at several tens of kilometers in the subsurface and have no real associated
to shallower magma chambers. The feeding systems of monogenetic
vents are connected to magmatic reservoirs sited at depth within the
lithosphere. We herein analyzed the monogenetic volcanic vents located
in the Tharsis region (Pavonis Mons South and South-Eastern Volcanic
Fields) described and mapped by Bleacher et al. (2009) and (2007a).

2.2. Mud volcanoes

Mud volcanoes are the result of upflows of gases, water and sediments
from the subsurface that occur when the buoyancy forces that push the
mixtures exceed the confining lithostatic pressure (van Loon, 2010; Kopf,
2002). The rapid sedimentation and low permeability of surrounding
strata can lead to store undercompacted levels at depth and therefore
overpressured and buoyant. The resurgence can be triggered by new fluid
supply, increasing of pore pressures and a decrease of viscosity that could
be produced by various events such as tectonic loading, impact cratering
unloading, hydrothermal pulses, hydrocarbon generation, or injection of
gas through dissociation of clathrates (Dimitrov, 2002; Kopf, 2002;
Prieto-Ballestreros et al., 2006; Skinner and Tanaka, 2007; Skinner and
Mazzini, 2009; Oehler and Allen, 2010 and references therein). Mud
volcanoes are topographically positive features that can come in single or
coalescent mounds, dome or pie shaped (depending on the flattening
grade estimated on slope angles, specifically the term mud pie is usually
applied when less that 5� (e.g. Kopf, 2002; Mazzini and Etiope, 2017)).
This phenomenon has been herein addressed by mapping and investi-
gating a sample of Acidalia Planitia cones interpreted as mud volcanoes
(e.g. Oehler and Etiope, 2017; Oehler and Allen, 2010). Thousands of
mud volcanoes have been observed in that area, showing the typical mud
volcano dome shape, circular base, light albedo, low thermal inertia,
central pit and flow features (Oehler and Allen, 2010, 2012).

2.3. Pingos

Pingos are periglacial landforms produced by the upwelling of
freezing water that results in transient hill shaped morphologies. Such
appearance is, indeed, due to the volume increase during the transition
from liquid water, capillary up-flowing, to solid state ice close to the
surface and are usually subjected to apex collapse due to the subaerial
exposition and destabilization of the ice core. Pingos go through different
evolution stages that affect their morphology. They firstly appear like
surface bulges with no summit depressions; later, during the growth
process, the surface dissects leading to the beginning of the mound
collapse, thus orthogonal, tensional single or multiple intersecting cracks



Fig. 1. On the map, locations of the study areas are indicated by white boxes. Samples of features interpreted as a) pingos (PSP_009280_1905) in Athabasca Valles
(Balme and Gallagher, 2009), b) rootless cones (ESP_047085_2060) in Phlegra Dorsa region (Bruno et al., 2004), c) tumuli (PSP_002711_1550) in Daedalia Planum
(Giacomini et al., 2009), d) mud volcanoes (PSP_008522_2210) in Acidalia Planitia (Oehler and Allen, 2010) and d) monogenetic volcanic vents (ESP_014037_1760) in
the Tharsis Province (Bleacher et al., 2009). Arrows highlight single and, where present, coalescent structures of each object type. (scale bars: 500m).
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Fig. 2. Terrestrial analogues: a1) Pingos, North Asia (Grosse and Jones, 2011); a2) single pingo, Mackenzie delta, Canada (Balme and Gallagher, 2009); b) rootless
cones, Iceland (Hamilton et al., 2010); c) tumuli, Argentina (Nemeth et al., 2008); d) mud volcanoes, Azerbaijan (Mazzini and Etiope, 2017); e) volcanic vents,
Kilauea, Hawaii.
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propagate downslope from their tops; after the melting process, the
remnants of pingos appear like shallow, rimmed depressions whose
margins can merge forming overlapping, lobate, irregular features (e.g.
Page and Murray, 2006; Burr et al., 2009; Dundas and McEwen, 2010).
As case study, we mapped a group of features interpreted as pingos in
Athabasca Valles from their shape and localization inside a flood valley
(Page and Murray, 2006; Balme and Gallagher, 2009).
2.4. Rootless cones

Rootless cones (or pseudocraters) are volcanic exit points of pyro-
clasts derived from an explosive interplay, produced for instance by the
interaction between volatile-rich substrates and lava flows (Thorarisson,
1953), and are characterized by a lack of vertical magmatic feeder net-
works (Bruno et al., 2004; Sheth et al., 2004; Lanagan et al., 2001;
Keszthelyi and Self, 1998). The definition of “rootless” lays in the absence
of magma chambers feeding the cones. These can come in single, double
or multiple concentric and/or coalescent cones with steep sides and
summit crater (Noguchi et al., 2016). Distribution of rootless cones on
the surface can be clustered, but their non-random arrangement is
ascribed to lava pathways (Bruno et al., 2004). We addressed rootless
cones investigation by mapping a portion of a rootless cone field in the
Phlegra Dorsa region from their localization at the edge of lava flows (e.g.
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Bruno et al., 2006; Lanagan et al., 2001).
2.5. Tumuli

Tumuli are circular to elliptical knobby positive features displaying
clefts on the top that are produced on lava flows' surface due to magmatic
overpressure which can locally induce uplift on the sealing crust (Nemeth
et al., 2008, 2017; Mattsson and Hoskuldsson, 2005; Rossi and Gud-
mundsson, 1996; Walker, 1991; Ollier, 1964). In fact, the movement of
inflated lava is initially distributed uniformly throughout the liquid core
and then, progressively, differential cooling occurs focusing lava flux. At
this stage, when obstacles are encountered by the lava flow a localized
inflation may create tumuli (Hon et al., 1994). Alignments can be
observed also in tumuli distribution due to preferential magma path-
ways, such as lava tubes, within the inflation (Giacomini et al., 2009). A
knob field located in Daedalia Planum, already ascribed to tumuli uplift
process, has been herein addressed as a case study for this category
(Giacomini et al., 2009; Giacomini and Massironi, 2010). In this specific
case, the recognized tumuli are mounds with mainly elliptical shape and
are placed on basaltic lava flows spreading on the southwestern flank of
Arsia Mons. Some of these have radial or axial cracks on their top,
however most of the tumuli lack well-preserved clefts, rather showing a
rough surface covered in boulders (Giacomini et al., 2009).



Fig. 3. Specific traits are listed and sketched for each feature class highlighting the wide variety of interplays with the subsurface that these surface expressions have
despite the morphological analogy.
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3. Methods

We mapped the features of interest and performed the self-similar
clustering (i.e. fractal) analyses to produce comparable datasets to
appreciate how the surface distribution of mounds express the eventual
association with hydraulically connected fracture systems extending in
the subsurface. Each feature was distinguished from the neighboring
through manual identification. This mapping procedure were carried out
using (i) Context Camera (on boardMars Reconnaissance Orbiter) images
(Malin et al., 2007), or mosaics where necessary (produced by means of
Pilot software; pilot.wr.usgs.gov), which has a resolution data capture of
6m/pixel and provide a total coverage of the areas, and (ii) HiRISE (High
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment on board the Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter mission) images to enhance the observation, when avail-
able (McEwan et al., 2007).

Where a large number of features were mapped (i.e. rootless cones),
clustering of mounds was performed computing the coordinates of all the
vents in MINITAB® software and applying an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering method (Mazzarini, 2007). This approach is used when the
number of clusters is initially unknown. The optimal number of clusters is
derived by analyzing the dendrogram that depicts the amalgamation of
observations into one cluster. The similarity at any step is defined, in this
case, by the maximum distance between points. Where the step values
change abruptly, the dendrogram may be cut and accordingly the best
suitable number of clusters can be inferred (Mazzarini, 2007). The co-
ordinates used for the analysis were extrapolated by sinusoidal pro-
jections of the surface of Mars centered on the observed area, for this
reason the procedure was separately repeated for each area. Then for
each defined cluster the self-similar cluster analysis has been performed.
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Fractal analysis is a methodology that, starting from the observation
of fractures or vents, allows to infer the extension of the connected
fracture network actually draining the fluids from the deep source toward
the surface. In fact, fractures' length and their spatial distribution control
the overall permeability of fracture networks (e.g. Darcel et al., 2003).
The percolation theory quantifies a critical fracture density threshold
that defines the limit above which the fracture network is connected
(Mazzarini and Isola, 2010 and references therein). When the fracture
network is actually percolating its spatial distribution is fractal and its
self-similarity is defined in a specific lengths range bounded by a lower
and an upper cutoff (e.g. Mandelbrot, 1982). Such analysis evaluates the
scaling properties of the systems and, in particular, the derived upper
cutoff is assumed to represent the distance between the surface and the
fluid source at depth (e.g. Mazzarini and Isola, 2010).

We performed self-similar clustering (i.e. how the features fill the
space; Fig. 4) of the datasets of interest by applying the following scaling
equation:

CðlÞ ⋅ α ⋅ l⋅�D (1)

where C(l) is the correlation sum, defined as C(l)¼ 2N(l)/N(N �1)
where N(l) are the pairs of points whose distance is less than l, and D is
the fractal exponent. The D exponent is defined as the slope of the tangent
to the log(C(l)) vs. log(l) curve (equation (1)); high D values imply
increasingly homogeneous distribution of fractures, low values imply
increasingly clustered distribution of fractures (Darcel et al., 2003 Maz-
zarini and Isola, 2010).

The fractal distribution can be inferred from the analysis of a log(C(l))
v. log(l) diagram (Bonnet et al., 2001). Since the upper cutoff (Uco) scales

http://pilot.wr.usgs.gov


Fig. 4. Simulations representing network connectivity controlled by fracture length and clustering. Varying parameters are the fractal exponents (i) D, that controls
the degree of self-similar clustering (D¼ 2 weakly clustered; D¼ 1.5 strongly clustered) and (ii) a, that controls the power-law distribution for fracture length
(increasing lengths from a¼∞ -short- to a¼ 2 -long-). Adapted from Darcel et al. (2003) and Mazzarini and Isola, 2010.
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as the maximum thickness of the fractured medium, this is the specific
parameter to investigate in order to shed light on the extension of the
phenomenon and thus on possible fracturing processes (e.g. wide
plumbing system, shallow fracturing, overpressure fracturing, etc.;
Mazzarini and Isola, 2010 and references therein). The size range, bound
within the lower and upper cutoffs, is detectable as a linear fit (a plateau)
in a local slope Δlog(C(l)/Δlog(l)) vs. log(l) diagram (Fig. 5 a–l; Walsh and
Watterson, 1993). Thus, the Uco (upper cutoff; i.e. the highest plateau
breaking point) is defined by the maximum value of the size range, which
is the maximum extension of the pipeline connecting the reservoirs to the
surface, thus it represents the depth of the fluids source (Mazzarini and
Isola, 2010 and references therein). The goodness of the Uco picking was
estimated on the basis of the maximum values of the coefficient R2

defined as the proportion of data variability in cutoffs' interval. R2 is
defined as shown in equation (2)

R2 ¼ 1� SSres
SStot

(2)

where SSres represents the residuals sum of squares, which is meant to be
minimized in proportion to the normalization coefficient SStot (total sum
of squares) in accordance to the order of magnitude involved in the
calculation. We detected the depth range corresponding to the higher
values of R2, thus describing the values of best-fit for the Upper cutoff.
The error of the measure was estimated calculating the half-difference
between the maximum and the minimum Uco's values depths where
the R2 shows the best-fit value providing to ensure the largest size range.
To make the analysis more robust, we also produced a cross check among
the Δlog(C(l)/Δlog(l)) vs. log(l) diagrams (where the eventual fractal
behavior is displayed by a plateau) and plots of all possible Δlog(l) (i.e.
size range) and R2 values. In this second diagram, a significant break in
the slope should be detected when fractal clustering occurs and, the
higher the R2 value is in correspondence of the breaking point, the higher
is the reliability of the information. Hence this additional analysis tests
the reliability of the Lco-Uco extension estimate giving a graphic quan-
titative measure of the reliability of the cutoffs picking (Fig. 5).

Therefore, if no plateau is recognizable in the diagram, the examined
features have no fractal behavior and, therefore, no relationship with
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system of connected fractures at depth. In order to produce meaningful
estimates, the sample size effect needed to be taken into account. As a
rule of thumb, at least 50 samples are required to extract robust
parameter estimates (Clauset et al., 2009) and, accordingly, in our study
the number of observed mounds spans between a minimum of 65 to a
maximum of 1428 per single cluster (Table 1).

Indeed, this large number of observations endure a robust estimate of
the fractal distribution parameters. In particular, Mazzarini and Isola
(2010) showed that removing a random sample of 20% of the vents from
large (i.e.> 200 vents) datasets does not affect the estimation of the
fractal exponent (less than 0.01% of variation) and the error introduced
into the estimation of the cut-offs is less than 1%–2%. In Mazzarini et al.
(2013) the effect of uncertainties in point (mound) locations has been
tested by adding random errors to the sampled points. In their test, the
added errors (in the 0–100m, 0–300m and 0–500m ranges) were as
high as five to twenty-five times that of the coarsest image resolution
used to locate vents. The 0–100m errors generate fractal exponent and
cut off value identical to those computed for the original dataset. In the
case of 0–500m random errors, the resulting fractal exponent is 3%
higher than that computed for the original dataset, and the cut offs are
very similar to those computed for the original dataset. We performed
analyses on clusters exceeding the minimum number of 50 units, thus
keeping the error on the scaling parameter smaller than 1%

4. Results

Based on the interpretation of the different groups of features, the
outputs of fractal analysis were expected to highlight a different
involvement of the subsurface below the fields. From the deepest to the
shallowest: (i) monogenetic vents are expected to be linked to very deep
fluid (magma) reservoirs sitting several tens of kilometers below the
surface; (ii) mud volcanoes, scaling the inferred depths of source layers
on Earth (Dia, 1999; Fryer et al., 1999; Kopf, 2002; Fryer, 2012) to the
lower Martian gravity, are expected to involve a portion of fractured
medium that can significantly vary within the first 20 km of subsurface;
(iii) rootless cones are a phenomenon which extends up to the thickness
of the inflate lava flows that are estimated to reach a few tens of meters
depths (Hiesinger et al., 2007), hence they are not linked to percolating



Fig. 5. Size range plots (a–l) and fracture distribution plots (m–p). Size range of interconnected fractures are represented by the plateau stage of the curve where
present (a,b,c,j). Where the slope breaks the fractures' distribution stops to be fractal. The corresponding log(l) value coincides to a specific maximum thickness of the
fractured medium that connects the surface to the subsurface (Uco). Graphs from m to p show the variation of fractures distribution compared to the Power Law (solid
line). Here the goodness of the Uco picking in the previous graph is tested. Fractal distribution follows the Power Law, where data matches the solid line the dis-
tribution of fractures/vents is fractal. [l: fractures length; C (l): correlation integral defines the correlation between point at a distance lower to l; Local Slope: rep-
resents the ΔLog (C(l))/ΔLog (l) ratio].
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networks recognizable by means of fractal analysis and it is to be ex-
pected a significant chance to have no visible plateau in return; (iv)
pingos, that are driven by capillarity processes, are not expected to show
any effective plateau in the fractal analysis; (v) tumuli are the result of a
pellicular uplift of inflated magma, not even related to effective materials
flow-up, thus they are not expected to produce any fractal clustering as
well.

Below the results are presented listed for each feature class.
Volcanic vents: the magmatic reservoir is sited up to 32� 4 km of

depth (Uco corresponding to log(l)¼ 4.5). Despite the flatten tendency of
the data distribution is notably marked within the data describing the
first tens of kilometers, a second plateau is also visible and suggests the
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presence of a deeper reservoir (i.e. a possible two magma chambers
feeding). This seems to extend deeper than 200� 22 km (Uco corre-
sponding to log(l)¼ 5.4), however reliability decreases as R2 values drop
down (Fig. 5a, m, n).

Mud volcanoes: fractal analysis on the mud volcano cluster showed a
clear plateau, noisy close to the Lco but displaying a well recognizable
slope break for the Uco; accordingly connected fractures are estimated to
reach a depth of 12� 3 km (Uco corresponding to log(l)¼ 4.08; Fig. 5b,
o).

Rootless cones: in the log(C(l)) v. log(l) diagram a constant descending
trend is displayed (Fig. 5c). No significant plateaus are clearly visible,
anyway, due to a weakly flattening tendency between log(l) values of 3.1



Fig. 6. Plots of all possible Δlog(l) and R2 values. The green line is the convex hull the distribution of Δlog(l)-R2. The size range is located at the largest value of
Δlog(l) and R2. Large Δlog(l) (possibly> 1) and high R2 values ensure the reliability of the measurements. In figure a) data retrieved from volcanic vents' analysis show
double break, the first one with the highest R2 has a remarkably high reliability, the second one has larger uncertainties; b) in the mud volcanoes' case the slope beaks
sharply at very high R2 values; c) (rootless cones) no breaks are clearly visible and no size range is detectable; d, f, g, h) (Martian tumuli; terrestrial pingos, terrestrial
rootless cones, terrestrial tumuli) faint break at very low Δlog(l) giving very small unreliable size range; e) (pingos) the green line gently declines. Rootless cones,
tumuli and pingos do not show any clear size range over with identify a possible fractal distribution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1
Number of units and Uco estimates for each feature group.

Feature n� units Uco [Km]

Mars
Volcanic vents 217 32� 4; 200� 22
Mud Volcanoes 174 12� 3
Rootless Cones 1428 –

� cluster1 RC 462 –

� cluster2 RC 566 1.2� 0.2
� cluster3 RC 281 –

� cluster4 RC 118 –

Pingos 281 –

Tumuli 75 –

Earth
Rootless Cones 65 –

Pingos 103 –

Tumuli 105 –
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and 3.3, we subdivided the features into four sub-clusters in order to
identify eventual groups of features with a fractal behavior. The out-
comes of these further analyses (Fig. 5 i–l) displayed no plateau distri-
bution of the data for cluster 1, 3 and 4 and confirmed that no percolating
fracture network was active. Differently, cluster 2 showed a slight flat-
tening suggesting a possible relationship with some source located at
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1.2� 0.2 km depth (Uco corresponding to log(l)¼ 3.07; Fig. 5p). On the
terrestrial counterpart, the log(C(l)) v. log(l) diagram shows an abrupt
descending trend quickly approaching the zero value, any plateau trend
is clearly missing (Fig. 5f).

Pingos& Tumuli: fractal analysis outputted unequivocal results and we
accordingly detected no plateau trend in the data (Fig. 5d and e). Hence,
as expected for such features associated to different processes such as
capillarity, thermo-mechanical and inflating processes, no relationship
with percolating fracture network can be inferred from this investigation.
Similarly to the rootless cones case discussed above in this section, the
fractal analysis outcomes for pingos and tumuli terrestrial analogue sites
are clearly missing plateau distributions (Fig. 5g and h). Indeed, the
related diagrams display a sharp abrupt descending trend for tumuli and
a noisy but unequivocally descending trend for pingos.

The results we gathered by the application of fractal analysis to the
case studies, both on Mars and on Earth, allowed the verification of the
geomorphological interpretations of the features of interest. In fact vol-
canic vent and mud volcano fields showed a relationship with systems of
connected fractures, as such structures are supposed to. Martian rootless
cones displayed a weak and uncertain possible interplay with shallow
fractures, this marking the necessity of better caution while discussing
such uncommon features; terrestrial rootless cones, pingos and tumuli
instead clearly resulted to have no linkage with any fracture network
hydraulically connected to fluid reservoirs at depth.
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5. Discussion

The method herein presented is hence a tool that can be profitably
used for the interpretation of planetary surfaces and, in the specificity of
this work, effective to discriminate mound features on Mars with
convergent morphologies but significantly different interplay with the
subsurface. In fact, as herein reported, the outcomes of fractal clustering
are confirming and validating the major interpretations of the features of
interest and, where percolating fracture networks were active, the
maximum extension values are well matching with complementary
literature data.

Our results point towards various depths for vents consistent with
previous works. In fact, volcanic vents of the Tharsis region appear to be
linked to reservoirs sited around 30 and 200 km under the surface
reflecting what is to be expected in the magmatic plumbing systems on
Mars (e.g. Grott et al., 2013) and what has been observed in the neigh-
boring region of AscraeusMons by Pozzobon et al. (2015) where multiple
source depths where identified at around 10 and 80 km, drawing a solid
relationship between the background data and the fractal outcomes.
Similarly, our mud volcano field case shows that the inferred vertical
involvement of the crust reaches up a depth where gas hydrate-rich
permafrost has been calculated to be theoretically stable and close to
the hypothetical water-ice interface (~15 km) laying beneath the ice
table (Clifford et al., 2010). This relationship further matches the mud
volcano interpretation by highlighting a connection between landforms
that are by definition linked to water and a subsurface location where
water, in the form of ice and gas hydrate, is presumed to have been likely
sited. Contextually, Martian rootless cones gave back more ambiguous
results due to the hard identification of a plateau in the fractal analysis
output diagram. In particular three sub-clusters of rootless cones out of
four do not show any plateau indicating percolating systems, whereas a
slight flattening of the last cluster seems to suggest an uncertain source at
a depth of 1.2 km. This on one side leaves doubts about the effective
connection with a percolating fracture network and its extension, but at
the same time reflects what was expected to happen while applying the
technique to features that may be linked to significant, but very shallow
conduits. In fact, a fracture extension of 1.2 km beneath rootless cones
appears to be significantly larger with the respect of what could be ex-
pected in such case, even considering the lower Martian gravity that al-
lows the placement of thicker lava flows (Hiesinger et al., 2007). It is to
be noticed though that, at the field scale where distances between
mounds can reach up to tens of kilometers, a resolution quality below the
kilometer is hard to pursue and, accordingly, such value could be an
overestimation of a shallower process. This uncertainty arises from the
very narrow span of the plateau in the Martian rootless cones case study.
In fact, while in magmatic and sedimentary volcanism cases the plateaus
span over one or more orders of magnitude (Fig. 5), in the rootless cones
analysis the flattened tendency is confined between 3.1 and 3.3 log(l)
values. Accordingly, such data portion is expressed by a little number of
points making the tendency possibly mistakable with background noise
(i.e. the noise produced by unavoidable mistakes made during popula-
tion picking, for instance by mapping several vents fed by the same
fracture, which is averagely mitigated by picking a sample of features
large enough; refer to the methods section) that is normally present. This
result needs thus to be coupled with further information collected on the
terrestrial analogue site, where feature interpretation is no question.
Hence, for the Icelandic rootless cones case study, the analysis unmis-
takably underscores the total lack of relationships between such struc-
tures and putative underlying percolating fracture systems, remarking
the very surficial and nature of the phenomenon unrelated to networks of
connected fractures.

Results of fractal analysis of features surely unrelated to percolating
systems, such as inflated tumuli and periglacial pingos, unambiguously
show a complete lack of any fractal distribution on both planets.
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6. Conclusions

Our study provides the evidence of the efficiency of the fractal
analysis application to infer the extension of percolating fracture net-
works starting from the distribution of eruption vents. This work vali-
dates fractal analysis as a reliable method for mound features
discrimination and foster the integration of this investigation technique
in future geomorphological observations and within studies intending to
probe the entity of the subsurface cracking. Assessing the power of
investigation of such methodology, we encourage to take it into consid-
eration within the exploration process frame since it provides insights
regardless of the usual physical limits that surveying the subsurface
presents. Due to the freshness of this kind of natural systems investiga-
tion, many phenomena can be explored when percolating cracking is
presumed or assessed. This allows features discrimination and fracturing
mechanism deeper understanding both in the frame of already known
contexts, like terrestrial environments, and on extra-terrestrial planetary
landscapes, where cracking behavior at all scales can be widely different
from Earth's ones, poorly understood and still limited by the surveying
efficiency of today space exploration techniques.
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